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In the recent literature, two noise contributors in FM systems have

been analyzed :(i) intermodulation noise due to transmission deviations,

and (ii) AM/PM intermodulation noise. Even though different, these

two contributors have the same property of being functions of the baseband

signal. Hence, one would expect them to be correlated to some degree.

In this paper, we derive the expression for the power density spectrum

for the sum of these two noise contributors. The resulting expression has

been programmed on a digital computer. It has been found that, under

certain conditions, the correlation can be quite significant. In fact, an

example using a representative FM radio relay system shows that the

correlation can result in greater than 4 dB error if the two contributors

are assumed to be uncorrelated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two noise contributors in FM systems are: (i) intermodulation

noise due to transmission deviations, and (ii) AM/PM intermodula-

tion noise. The first noise contributor is generated when an FM
signal is passed through a linear transmission medium which has

transmission deviations. The second noise contributor is generated

when an FM signal is passed through such a medium which is fol-

lowed by an AM/PM conversion device. These two noise sources

are different, in general, but have in common the property that they

are a function of the baseband signal. Therefore, one would expect

that they are correlated to some degree. This would mean that com-
bining the two noise power density spectra together assuming random
addition (uncorrelated random variables), i.e., power addition, might

not be sufficient in general.
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In this paper, we will derive the power density spectrum for the

sum of these two noise contributors. We will then examine the results,

with the help of a digital computer program, for the conditions under

which the two noise contributors are correlated. We will also present

an example using a representative FM radio relay system. However,

before considering the correlation problem, we will first briefly con-

sider the two noise contributors individually.

II. INTERMODULATION NOISE DUE TO TRANSMISSION DEVIATIONS

Intermodulation noise is produced in FM systems whenever the FM
signal is passed through a linear transmission medium which has

transmission deviations.* This situation is depicted in Fig. 1 where

j(t)=cos[wct+?(t}]. Y(tt>) (t) s v (t) cos [w c t + <p (t) +<p T tt)]

pig _ i Generation of intermodulation noise due to transmission deviations.

the transmission medium, Y(o>), is represented by power series gain

and phase transmission deviations up to fourth order, or

F(w + « r)
= [1 + ffiw + 2w

2 + g 3w + g 4u]

•expi[6 2a»
2 + &3a>

8 + &<«]. (1)

where <oc
= carrier frequency in radians per second. The output

signal is phase modulated by the desired signal, <p(t), as well as the

phase modulating distortion function <pT (t). This distortion function

consists of first- (linear), second-, third- and higher-order functions

of the input phase modulating function ?(£)• Because of their signifi-

cance in FM radio relay systems, we will concentrate on the second-

and third-order terms which will generate second- and third-order

intermodulation noise once the signal is demodulated. In other words,

we will let

<Pr(t) = ftft) + ftO)i (2)

where <po(t) and <pa(t) represent the second- and third-order intermodu-

lation noise components produced by the transmission deviations in

Y(w). In Ref. 1, these components were derived and are given by

Transmission deviations are denned as any deviation in the gain and phase

characteristics from the ideal characteristics of constant gain and linear phase

for all frequency components of the FM wave.
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a(0 -
|

-h**< + ft< I - H?3i
f*}p'

a
(*) + [M«>"a

(«) (3)

^(O = [*x8, - M, |]*"(0 (4)

with the prime (') notation depicting the derivative with respect to

time. The A and I coefficients can be expressed in terms of the trans-

mission deviation coefficients of the transmission medium by the ap-

propriate equations in Ref. 1. Equations (2), (3), and (4) can be

represented as shown in Fig. 2 where

ffito = [M,«
a - §x2 ,.] + i[iiaiU]

#2(o>) = M<
Ha (u) = [£x3r] + t[-M,»].

The autocorrelation function of ^ r (<) is given by

(5)

(6)

(7)

RVt(t) = fr(t)<Pr(t+ t)

= MO + ft(0]W« + t) + <f3(l + r)]

= ft(0ft(* + r) + *,(0ft(t + r)

4- <p-s (t)tp2(l + T) + <P2(t)<P3 (t + T)

= B,.(r) + B,.(r) + fi,.,.(T) + *,„.(,), (8)

where the bar notation depicts the time average of the function over

an infinite interval, and e.g., R p , 9,(t) is the crosscorrelation of <p3 (t)

and <p2 (t). In the Appendix of Ref. 2, it was shown that

B„.„(r) = B,„.(r) =
so

B„(r) -«,.«+ *,.(»).

(9)

(10)

?" 2W-

<P

,3
(t)-

fj(t)

Fig. 2— Block diagram of total intermodulation noise due to transmission
deviations.
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Taking the Fourier Transform of (10) gives

S, r(p)
= £,.(«) + S,.(«)> (ID

where £„ r
(a>) is the intermodulation noise power density spectrum due

to transmission deviations. We see from (11) that the second- and third-

order noise contributions are additive on a power basis since they are

not crosscorrelated. It can be shown that
1

S„» = 2
|
ffx(W) \*$[K>(t)] + 2

| HM r«W»W]
+ 2[ff1(-«)F1(«) + ff.C-cdffiWJFlRv-W]

+ 6|ff,(«)
|

a
SF[i2

s
^(r)], (12)

where J denotes the Fourier Transform.

III. AM/PM INTERMODULATION NOISE

We see in Fig. 1 that the output signal from the transmission me-

dium is both envelope and phase modulated. If the transmission

medium shown in Fig. 1 were followed by an AM/PM converter*, i.e.,

a device that converts envelope variations at its input to phase per-

turbations at its output, then the signal at the converter output will

possess an added phase modulating distortion function along with

that shown in Fig. 1. This situation is depicted in Fig. 3. The added

e IN
(t)=cos[w ct

+<p(tj]. Y(w)
e0UT ft) AM/PM

CONVERTER
K (DEGREES/dB)

• eOUT (t)

eOUT (t) = v(t)cos [wc t + 9(t) + 9 r
(t)+ T (t)]

Fig. 3 — Generation of AM/PM intermodulation noise.

distortion term, 6T (t), is similar in format to <pT (t) and analogously

we will concentrate on the second- and third-order AM/PM inter-

modulation noise components. That is,

eT(t) = e2(t) + e3 (t), (13)

where 92 (t) and 6a {t) are the second- and third-order AM/PM inter-

modulation noise components. These components were derived in Ref.

* The characterization of the AM/PM converter is discussed on pp. 1750-51 in

Ref. 2.
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2 and are given by

0.(0 = fc[-|x8r + \l2r ft

- Mr %f\p'\t) + fe[MrV,8
(0 (14)

0.(0 = *(-iA« + M<^]*'3

(0, (15)

where the A and I coefficients can be determined from Ref. 2, and k is

the AM/PM conversion parameter which is defined as the phase

modulation index in radians divided by the amplitude modulation

index. Equations (13), (14), and (15) can be represented as shown
in Fig. 4 where

0i(«) = [fcMV - fc|X2r] + i[kll2Tu>]

G?a(w) = k^thr

G3 (o>) = [-A*Xai] -M[feM.*>].

Since #;.(£) and 63 (t) are uncorrelated, we can write

Ror(r) = RM +R,Xt)

or

*S« r (w) = £»,(«) + SgXo)),

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

where Se T (co) is the AM/PM intermodulation noise power density

spectrum. It can be shown that
2

SoM = 2
| qm \

2
s[R

2
At)] + 2

[ GM fafpft.-W]

+ 2[(?1(-«)(?2(w) + GW-«)G iiW]9F|R.,..(t)]

+ 6 |(73 (o,)
|

a
ff[«J.(r)]. (21)

?' 2
(t)— G ,(<•»)

$
fl 2 (t)

1

<p"
2
(t)— G 2 (w) J

(Z

9>'
3
(t) G3 (o>)

e 3 it)
j

•0Tm

Fig. 4— Block diagram of total AM/PM intermodulation noise.
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IV. POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM OF THE SUM OF TWO NOISE CONTRIBUTORS

The previous two sections presented basic system models which were

used to describe the two noise sources under study. In this section,

we will treat the more general case whereby the signal to be demodu-

lated, after passing through a transmission system, will be given by

e(t) cc COS [u e t + <p(t) + <p T (t) + flr(Q] .

composite distortion

The power density spectrum for each noise contributor has been de-

rived in Refs. 1 and 2, as previously discussed. However, adding these

two spectra together on a power basis, i.e., assuming that they are

uncorrelated, may yield a result which is grossly in error. In order

to determine the degree to which <pT (t) and dT {t) are correlated, we

must derive the crosscorrelation function and examine its effect.

To examine the effects of crosscorrelation we combine Figs. 2 and 4

as shown in Fig. 5. The autocorrelation function of the sum of the two

noise contributors, ?>rU) and T (t), is

Rv+ o(t) = [<Pt(0 + T(t)][<pT(t + r) + 6T (l + r)]
(22)

= BVt(t) + Re t{t) + 6 T(t)<p T(t + r) + <pT(t)BT{L + r).

The first two terms are given by (10) and (19), respectively. Sub-

9' (t)-

9>"
2
(t>

?'
3
(t)'

9' («'

?"2
(t)-

H, (w)

H 2 (<t>)

H 3 (o>)

G, (w)

G P (o>)

<P2 (t)

«p3 (t)

Mt)

9 T (t)

<p T (t) + T (t)

B T (X)

<p'
3
M- G3 (.ay)

0,(t)

Fig. 5— Block diagram of composite intermodulation noise.
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stituting (2) and (13) into (22) gives

B, + # (r) = R,
t
(t) + Ror(r) + e2(t)<P*(t + t) + 4(0ft(t + r)

+ B2(t)<p3(t + r) + a(/V 2 (< + r) + <ps(t)e2 (t + t)

4- <pa(t)d3(t + r) + ft(0».(< + r) + *,(00.(* 4- r) (23)

which can be written

B„ + ,(t) = B, r(r)
4- B„(t) 4- R9a ^(r) + B#.,.(t) 4- B#. r .(r)

+ B#.,.(t) 4- B,.,.(t) + B,.,.(t) + B„ 9l(r) + B„.,.(t). (24)

Using the same approach as in the Appendix of Ref. 2, it can be

shown that

B,.„(r) = /?„,,, (r) = R PaeXr) = R,.M - (25)

so

B, + .(t) -B, T(f) +Bir(r) +B..,.(r)

4- B fl , y ,(r) + B,.#.(t) + B,.,.(t). (26)

Hence,

S^+eiw) = S Vr (u) 4- £, T (w) + »S«, „,,(«)

+ S, lVi(«) + S„,,,(<o) + £,.,.(«). (27)

4.1 Consideration of SeiV,,(u>) and S v ,eXu)

To examine Ss, „,(<«>), the cross-power density spectrum of 3 (/) and

<p3 (/), we reduce Fig. o to the block diagram shown in Fig. 6. Using

the relationship for the crosscorrelation of linearly transformed random

functions, we have

&,„.(«) = G,(-«)//a(«)S,.,(»). (28)

It can be shown that
1

Rv .,(t) = 6B;.(t) 4- 9B2
^.(0)B^(t). (29)

The term 9B*»(0) B v.-(t) is merely a scaled power density spectrum

of the input baseband signal and hence can be neglected since it does

not contribute to the intermodulation noise distortion. Therefore,

sttV A*>) = 6ff,(-«)ir,(«)ff[Bi.(T)]. (30)

By inspection, wo can write

£„.,.(«) = 6ff3(-W)G3(o)MBV(r)]. (31)
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<p'
2
{t) h GaCw)

I

+83 {t)

<P' (t)-

G3M

H 3 (i«») •<P3 Ct)

Fig. 6— Third-order noise correlation.

4.2 Consideration of So, ?,((») and £,.,»,(«)

To examine £9aPa (a>), we reduce Fig. 5 to the block diagram shown

in Fig. 7. Now

Rb.vAt) = tJLfypJLt + r)

(32)

= W) + y(t)][u(t + r) + v{t + r)]

= RM + B„(t) + B„(r) + Bw(t).

Taking the Fourier Transform of (32) and referring to Fig. 7, we

can directly write

+ ^(-o>)ff2(u)^.,».(W) + Ga(-u)H1(f*)S,...M<»)- (33)

Now it can be shown that1,2

S„,.(<o) = 2Bf[Bj.(r)]

S,...(o>) = 2ff[J8J»(r)]

S,.. r».(») = 2ff[Bj> »(T)] = £,".,..(«)

x(t)

(34)

(35)

(36)

T'
2
(t)

¥>"
2
(t)-

T'
2
(t)-

9>"
2
(t)-

G,(o»)

G,(a»)

0?(t)

H,(w)

y(t)

u(t)

H 2 (w)

+ —MPeM

vet)

Fig. 7 — Second-order noise correlation.
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neglecting the dc components. Hence,

&.„.(«) = 2G1(-W)H1(«)S[fl
2
,.(r)] + 2(?a(-to)ffa(W)3;

[BV'(T)]

+ 2[Gl(-»)H2(u>) + <W-«)HiMMBl>»(r)]. (37)

Similarly,

S„,,(«) = 2H
1
(-a,)r/

1
(a,)JF[/?;..(r)] + 2H2(-a>)G2(oi^[R\..(r)]

+ 2[ff2(-«)(?1(«) + H,(-«)ftWMBl>»'(r)]. (38)

Substituting (12), (21), (30), (31), (37), and (38) in (27) gives

5,+ ,(«) = 2[|H1(«) |

2 + \G1(u) |

2

+ 2{| H2(*>)
|

2 +
| <?,(«)

|

2 + G2{-w)HM + H^-«)fl t,(«)iff[B;»(T)]

+ 2\H l(-w)H2 (u) + H2{-u)HM + G1(-a,)G2(<a) + Ga(,-a)Gl(fo)

+ ff,(-«)ff«(«) + G2(-<a)H l (u) + Hzi-cJGM

+ ff,(-«XW«)}ff[Bl»,»(r)] + 6{| tf3 (o>) |

2 + | (7,(«)
|

2

+ (?8(-«)ff3(«) + F,(-«)G,(«) }ff[Bi.(r)]

.

(39)

This expression, (39), gives the baseband power density spectrum
for the sum of two intermodulation noise sources: (i) intermodula-

tion noise due to transmission deviations, and (ii) AM/PM inter-

modulation noise. The effect of the crosscorrelation relationship shows
up as cross products of the defining transfer functions for each noise

source as would be expected. The second and third order distortions

of the summed noise spectra are additive as was the case for the two
individual noise contributors.

4.3 Signal-To-Nvise Ratio

The signal characterization is the same as in Refs. 1 and 2, or

£„.(«) = P [a + a2f + a,f + a/],
| / | S /• (40)

= pre-emphasized multichannel baseband signal power
density spectrum at the input to an FM modulator.

The constant P is given by

^o = —. {

l
To)

*

-
x

(rad/sec)
2
/Hz, (41)

9i (n J-
a21* -1_

a*fi _I_
a«tt\2U[a +

3
+ -£- + —)
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where a — rms frequency deviation, in Hertz, due to the multichannel

baseband signal; the a's are the pre-emphasis coefficients; and f b is

the top baseband frequency, in Hertz. Hence, the signal-to-noise

ratio is

10 '°8 -¥*%> •
(42)

CO O^ + ^coj

where the signal and noise are defined by (40) and (39), respectively.

V. SOME BASIC TRENDS

The power density spectrum for the correlated sum given by (39)

does not readily lend itself to any generalized remarks as to the con-

ditions under which correlation exists and to what degree. In order

to derive some useful information on the subject, (39) was pro-

grammed on a digital computer. The computer input consisted of the

fundamental system parameters, e.g., peak frequency deviation, num-

ber of message channels in the baseband, etc., as well as the trans-

mission deviation values to be used for "AM/PM intermodulation

noise" and those to be used for "intermodulation noise due to trans-

mission deviations. Note that the transmission medium may be dif-

ferent for the two cases. For example, we could have the case where

the "AM/PM intermodulation noise" is created by a quartic gain

transmission deviation prior to an AM/PM converter, and the "inter-

modulation noise due to transmission deviations" is caused by a linear

delay distortion. The transmission functions for the two cases would be

F7 (co + co,.) = exp ib 2u, 3'am/pm(w + co r ) = 1 + 04«\ (43)

As a clarifying point, it should be remembered that the AM/PM
theory of Ref. 2, and associated computer program, are set up so that

we only obtain the "AM/PM intermodulation noise" due to quartic

gain, and not the "intermodulation noise due to transmission devia-

tions" caused by a quartic gain transmission deviation.

Both of the noise sources discussed in Sections II and III have

transfer functions associated of the basic form given in (1). Each

transfer function can have seven transmission deviations, so the prob-

lem of permuting all possible combinations to see which are correlated

becomes unreasonably cumbersome. However, a potentially useful test

is to evaluate the correlation between frit) and 6T {t) when Yj(w) and

FAM/PM (W ) each have only one transmission deviation for each com-

puter run. There are 49 possible combinations, one of which is given
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by (43). Any results one obtains will depend on the inputs used, and

because of the format of (39), one cannot make one run using nor-

malized results and then scale all future runs according to some pre-

determined rules. For that reason, the results to be given can only

be used to indicate trends.

The 49 runs previously mentioned yielded eight significantly cor-

related combinations. The evaluation of the results was made by adding

the individual power density spectra S^,
T
(o}) and S$ T (o)) on a power

basis and comparing the results with those obtained from Sv+t (ui),

i.e., the power density for the correlated sum. Only top channel noise

was used in the comparison. A combination was considered to be

significantly correlated when the power sum and correlated sum dif-

fered by more than a few tenths of a dB. The amount that they differed

depended on the inputs, but for the values used,* some cases had

the correlated sum up to 3 dB above the power sum, in the top channel,

and some combinations caused the correlated sum to be as much as

15 dB below the power sum, in the top channel.

The eight significantly correlated combinations are shown in Table I.

Table I— Correlated Combinations

Conditions under which the
correlated sum is higher than
the power sum (assuming k is

I ransmission deviation in positive)

KiCu) Iam/pmW

1. !73 bz g 3 or b 3 is negative
2_ &s <i> b-2 is negative
3. &2 £/-' 6< and g< positive or

b» and g$ negative
4. b-2 Oi bi and </, positive or

lh and (/, negative
5. h 3 Hi 63 and f/3 positive or

b 3 and q 3 negative
ti. &4 <h 6j is negative
7. b< <h 64 and </: positive or

bi and </• negative
8. b t </i bt and q\ positive or

b\ and ij\ negative

We see from Table I that the sign of the transmission deviations

determine if the correlation is positive or negative, i.e., whether the

* Same values as tlio.se used in Seel ion 3.2.2 of Ref. 2: all gain transmission
deviations have 1 dB (list oil ion. relative to the carrier, at 10 MHz away from the
carrier; all delay transmission deviations have 1 nanosecond distortion, relative
lo the carrier, a 10 MHz away from the carrier.
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actual noise power is larger or smaller than the power one would obtain

from power addition of the two individual contributors. Also, we see

that all eight cases have the same format, i.e., if one transfer function

has a delay transmission deviation, the other transfer function has a

gain transmission deviation and vice versa.

Referring back to (39), we see that all of the correlation terms have

the same format, i.e., a <?,(±w)#,(±w) product. Since these terms

have /has a component, the sign of k will play a role in determining

if we have positive or negative correlation.

The results of Table I give us an idea of when to expect significant

correlation, that is, when power addition should not be used. These

results should prove useful for the more complex problems which are

confronted in practice.

VI. SYSTEM EXAMPLE

In Section 3.3.4 of Ref. 2, a representative FM radio relay system's

repeater characteristics were used in deriving the noise responses shown

in Fig. 11 of Ref. 2 and reproduced here as Fig. 8. The radio system

carried 1200 message channels, had a peak frequency deviation of 4

MHz and a top baseband frequency of 5.772 MHz, and had an rms

frequency deviation of 0.771 MHz. The system was pre-emphasized

by the function shown in Fig. 5 of Ref. 2. The basic repeater was

2 3 4
BASEBAND FREQUENCY IN MHZ

Fig. 8— Representative radio system noise responses.
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e,N = cos[<Dc t +f (t)]-

+ 2.5 DEGREES/dB

YAM/PM (*») Y?(<o)

BANDPASS
FILTER

TWT
AMPLIFIER

Fig. 9— Repeater model.

gain and delay equalized and, from an analytical point of view, could

be represented as shown in Fig. 9. The transmission characteristics

for the equalized repeater, J'j(w), and for the bandpass filter, YAM/PM (o)),

are shown in Fig. 10 of Ref. 2 and reproduced here as Fig. 10. The
associated least squares fitted transmission deviations are as follows

Transmission deviations F,(co + « e ) ^am/pm(w + OJe)

9l

02

03

9*

ba

ba

(>,

9.67 X 10""

7.09 X 10" 18

1.17 X 10~ 25

-2.57 X 10~ 33

G.50 X 10" 18

5.58 X 10" 20

3.16 X 10" 33

3.81 X 10"u

9.17 X 10" 19

9.04 X 10" 27

-1.97 X 1<T
88

-4.82 X 10" 18

8.09 X 10" 26

-3.35 X 10" 34

The power sum of the AM/PM intermodulation noise and the inter-

modulation noise due to the equalized repeater's transmission deviations

(both are shown in Fig. 8) is shown in Fig. 11. Also shown is the power
density spectrum which includes the effects of correlation between

the two contributors. We see for this example that the actual noise

is 4.5 dB lower in the top channel than that obtained from power addition

alone.

Another interesting result is the curve shown in Fig. 12. This figure

shows how the sign and magnitude of the AM/PM conversion factor

can affect the noise response, of a given system.

In Table I, eight correlated combinations were given. Of these

eight possibilities, the first combination is probably responsible for

the correlated sum being smaller than the power sum as shown in Fig. 11,

There are three reasons for this observation: (i) the parabolic delay

in FAM/PM (w) is quite large, and the cubic gain in F/(«) is a significant
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40

1.010

EQUALIZED

68 70 72 74

FREQUENCY IN MHZ
UNEQUALIZED

Fig. 10— Gain and delay characteristics.

part of the equalized repeater gain shape; (u) this combination causes

negative correlation when the transmission deviations are both positive

and the AM/PM conversion factor is positive; and (Hi) a negative

value for K causes positive correlation,* for this combination, which

is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 12. Hence, the trends given

in Table I can be useful for more complicated problems and may serve

as a tool for optimizing a system's noise performance.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the correlation which exists between

two noise contributors in FM systems: (i) intermodulation noise due

to transmission deviations, and (ii) AM/PM intermodulation noise.

The first contributor is generated when an FM signal is passed through

a linear transmission medium which has transmission deviations. We
denoted this medium by T/Cw). The second contributor is generated

when an FM signal is passed through a similar medium, denoted by

FAM/pm(w)i which is followed by an AM/PM conversion device. These

* When the transmission deviations are both positive.
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O 15
o
c
P.m 10

z
5

ID
</)

i o

-5

POWER
SUM^«-

CORRELATED
SUM

/
C 2 1 4 5 6

BASEBAND FREQUENCY IN MHZ

Fig. 11 — Comparison of power sum and correlated sum for a representative
radio system.

two media may or may not possess the same transmission deviations

in practice.

Even though these two contributors are different, they do possess

the same property of being a function of the baseband signal. There-

fore, one would expect that they would be correlated to some degree.

This would mean that combining the two noise power density spectra

assuming random addition (uncorrelated random variables), i.e., power
addition, might not be sufficient in general.

To study the amount and character of this correlation, the power
density spectrum was derived for the sum of the two noise contributors.

The resulting equation was programmed on a digital computer and
evaluated. Because^ of the format of the equation, no generalized re-

sults could be obtained. However, it was found that certain conditions

exist under which the correlation can be significant. These conditions,

even though not all engrossing, should prove useful in the complex
problems which occur in practice.

2(r
I- 3 UJ CD

-2-1
I 2

AM/PM CONSTANT K IN DEGREES PER DECIBEL

Fig. 12— Affect of sign and magnitude of AM/PM constant on correlated sum
for a representative radio system.
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A representative FM radio relay system was examined, and it was

found that the power density spectrum for the correlated sum of the

two noise contributors was substantially different than the power ad-

dition of the individual noise spectra. In the top channel, the corre-

lated noise power was about 4.5 dB lower than the noise resulting

from a power sum.

It was also shown that a simple change in sign of the AM/PM
conversion factor k, or certain transmission deviations, can cause the

correlated noise to be substantially higher or lower than the power

sum of the individual spectra.
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